
AI Masterclass
Using AI in your day-to-day: 
Tools, tips and tricks for 
Travel, Tourism and 
Hospitality professionals



“AI is a powerful 
tool for 
augmenting human 
intelligence, freeing 
us from the 
mundane and 
unleashing our 
potential to do 
great things”  
Stuart Russell, 
AI expert



Real World Examples

• Algorithms for best buys

• Chatbots

• Prediction and notification



What you’re 
going to learn

• Everyday AI use cases
• Tools you could be using
• The perfect prompt
• Practical considerations



Everyday 
AI Use 
Cases

• Research & Ideation

• Translation

• Transcription

• Enhancing your 
productivity

• FAQs & SOPs

• Content creation and 
improvements

• Data analysis

• Design



AI Tools

What are the tools 
you should be 
including in your day-
to-day tech stack?



Your everyday AI tech stack

What Tools

Research and ideation ChatGPT, Claude.ai, Perplexity, Bard

Translation DeepL, ChatGPT

Transcription Deepgram

Enhancing your productivity ChatGPT (4), Read, Compose.ai, Monica, Textblaze, 
Speechify, MaxAI.me, Mem, Zapier, Zoom, Finalscout

FAQs and SOPs ChatGPT (4), Guidde, Lumen

Content creation and improvements ChatGPT, Claude.ai, Grammarly, Quillbot, MidJourney
(discord)

Data Analysis ChatGPT (4)

Design Canva, beautiful.ai



Research



Research

You are a travel agent. Can you look 
through online hotel reviews and 
find the highest rated hotels in Cape 
Town that are of a four-star category. 
The hotels should be located in the 
CBD. I need the name of the hotel, 
the location (address) and the 
website address please.

ChatGPT4 (chat.openai.com)



Perplexity (perplexity.ai)



Google Bard (bard.google.com)



Ideation

You are a tour operator consultant 
and have a client who would like to 
travel to the Southern Africa. The 
clients are a honeymoon couple are 
interested in culture, adventure and 
the outdoors. They particularly like 
water-based activities. Can you 
provide at least 4 out-the-box, 
unique experiences that could be 
used as a hook around which to build 
their dream holiday itinerary?

ChatGPT4 (chat.openai.com)



Claude (claude.ai)



Translation



Translation



DeepL (www.deepl.com/en/translator)



ChatGPT



Translation

Pls translate this into Spanish. It must be written in a professional tone of 
voice: I am pleased to share a few options with you for your upcoming trip 
to the Okavango Delta. Importantly, you will be visiting during the rainy 
season, so we would suggest that you bring a rain poncho or jacket as the 
evenings can be chilly.  

ChatGPT4 (chat.openai.com)



Transcription



Transcription
Deepgram (deepgram.com/)



Enhancing your 
productivity



Take meeting minutes



Finding an email address

https://finalscout.com/


AI-powered text autocompletion

https://www.compose.ai/


Your AI Assistant

https://monica.im/


Set up text templates

https://blaze.today/


Convert text to audio

https://speechify.com/text-to-speech-online/?landing_url=https%3A%2F%2Fspeechify.com%2Ftext-to-speech-online%2F


Your Web Co-Pilot

https://app.maxai.me/get-started


Converting notes into knowledge

https://get.mem.ai/


Automating workflow

https://zapier.com/


Meeting notes from Zoom



FAQs and SOPS



FAQs and SOPs

You are the operations 
manager for your tourism 
business and need to create a 
Standard Operating 
Procedure for your 
consultants on how to 
manage social media 
complaints. Please create a 
SOP document that can be 
shared with your team. 

ChatGPT4 (chat.openai.com)



Guidde (www.guidde.com)



Content Creation



Content Creation

You are a tour operator consultant 
and have to break some bad news 
to a client. The game lodge they 
had wanted to book now no 
longer has availability. You have an 
alternative but it is in another part 
of the Kruger National Park and 
they will no longer have their own 
plunge pool. However, this other 
option offers walks in the bush 
which the initial lodge does not 
and it is renowned for its leopard 
sightings. Write a brief, but 
professional email conveying the 
bad news.

ChatGPT4 (chat.openai.com)



Content Improvement

Please rewrite this so that it flows 
better and is grammatically correct. 
The tone should convey some 
remorse that you are not able to 
provide their originally desired 
option: Dear [Client's Name],

I hope this email finds you well. I am 
reaching out with an update 
regarding your booking request for 
[Initial Lodge Name]. Despite our best 
efforts, I regret to inform you that the 
lodge is fully booked for the 
requested dates. We understand the 
importance of creating memorable 
experiences and have thus explored 
alternative options to accommodate 
your safari adventure….

Claude.Ai (claude.ai)



Correct your grammar

https://www.grammarly.com/


Paraphrase text



Create Images

https://www.midjourney.com/
https://discord.com/


Create Images



Data Analysis



Data Analysis

Act as a data analyst for 
Company X. You need to 
analyse the spreadsheet 
attached and provide a bar 
graph of all the countries 
from which responses have 
been received. Please create 
the bar graph in navy blue. 

ChatGPT4 (chat.openai.com)



Design



Design for dummies

https://www.canva.com/magic-design/


Beautiful presentations

https://www.beautiful.ai/


The power 
of the 
perfect 
prompt



Give it a specific role 
then tell me what to do

It helps when we give a specific role to 
ChatGPT: Act as [ROLE]

It forces Chat GPT to remain in this role and 
give you expert advice and outputs



Give me context

https://chatgptsplitter.com/#:~:text=Simply%20upload%20any%20files%20(code,in%20your%20follow%2Dup%20prompts


Give me context



Click here to access.

https://1drv.ms/i/s!Au1WnVQpReqPg5l38_u_JqK6OVzgiw?e=2zfQdB


Click here to access.

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/petehuang_prompting-best-practices-by-openai-ugcPost-7071770503941689344-6QsO/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop


Click here to access.

https://1drv.ms/i/s!Au1WnVQpReqPg5l4lMk1Yt2NYOLV2g?e=q1VxHM


Practical considerations

1. Copyright sits with the AI unless 
you’ve edited it

2. Privacy (sensitive info)

3. Not possible for ChatGPT and Claude 
AI to plagiarise. It predicts the next 
word. It doesn’t copy swathes of text 
off the Internet.

4. Always check your facts

5. Edit the work – don’t accept it at 
face value



Instilling a culture of AI

1. DDAD exercise: Delete, Delegate, 
Automate and Do

2. For the Delegate or Automate, make 
a list of the tasks and what are 
processes that comprise the full task.

3. Map against the AI tech stack that 
can do each of those sub tasks

4. Help your team overcome their fears 
(see notes)



Where to get more info from?



People to follow
Darren Gibb Andrew Ng

Julia McCoy Yann LeCun

Steve Nouri

https://www.linkedin.com/in/darrengibb/recent-activity/all/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrewyng/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/juliaemccoy
https://www.linkedin.com/in/yann-lecun/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevenouri/


THANK YOU
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